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His Master’s thesis and project, entitled Architecture of the Excluded: Structure of 















































































































§  1.4 Research questions
This thesis asks two primary questions:
1 What is paper and to what extent can it be used in architecture? 






The sub-questions associated with primary question no. 1 are:
 – What is paper, a material known to mankind since 105 AD?  
This question is answered in Chapter 2. 
 – What properties does paper have that make it a usable building material?  
This question is answered Chapter 2. 
 – Which paper mass-produced products are suitable for use in architectural structures? 
This question is answered in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
 – In which fields of design and architecture can paper be used as a building and 
structural material? 
This question is answered in Chapters 3 and 4.
 – To what extent can paper elements be used in architecture with regard to structural 
system, connections between the elements, connections to the ground and 
impregnation?  
This question will be answered in Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7.
The sub-questions associated with primary research question no. 2 are:
 – What is emergency architecture in the context of contemporary humanitarian 
disasters?  
This question is answered in Chapter 5.
 – To what extent can paper be used as a building material for emergency shelters?
This question is answered in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
 – What kinds of paper products mass-produced by the paper industry are most suitable 
for use in easy-to-produce, easy-to-transport, low-cost and eco-friendly emergency 
shelters?
This question is answered in Chapter 7.
 – Are building elements and components made out of paper environmentally friendly?
This question is answered in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5: Emergency and relief architecture. Motivation 
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CHAPTER 9: Conclusions
The final chapter of the thesis provides conclusions on the research undertaken by the 
author and answers to the research questions.
Appendix
Appendix contains the description of compression and bending tests conducted on 
laminated cardboard U-shapes.
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